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You're getting a Ragdoll kitten (how exciting!) and you have questions about caring for it, once she

or he is home.A Ragdoll Kitten Care Guide: Bringing Your Ragdoll Kitten Home is a comprehensive

guide that covers every aspect of kitten care a new owner needs to know written in a warm, friendly

tone.What if you knew what to expect and prepare for before you even picked your Ragdoll kitten

up? Wouldn't it be nice to know how to kitten proof your home? Or what about what to buy in

anticipation for your little one's arrival?Looking for recommended products for a new Ragdoll kitten?

Looking for suggestions on everything from water fountains to scratching posts, pet carriers, cat

litter, litter boxes, cat bowls, etc....products that a Ragdoll cat owner just can't live without? How

about vet visits and cat health insurance? There's a lot to consider and prepare for. A Ragdoll Kitten

Care Guide includes links to videos and products, and the information presented is from real life

experiences, not repeated from other cat books. There are many quick, simple tips that can be used

with Ragdoll kittens.Ã‚Â  The author also has a corresponding website Floppycats.com, where you

can easily connect with other Ragdoll cat owners.Here's a peek inside of A Ragdoll Kitten Care

Guide:Chapter 1: Kitten-Proofing and Preparing Your Home and "Safe" RoomChapter 2: First Days

with Your Kitten and Things to Watch Out ForChapter 3: Ragdoll Kitten's Diet, Food and Water

Bowls, TreatsChapter 4: Recommended Scratchers, Toys and BedsChapter 5: Carriers and Your

First Vet VisitsChapter 6: Nail Trimming and GroomingChapter 7: Litter BoxChapter 8: Dental Care -

Teeth Brushing Conclusion: Maintaining a Healthy Ragdoll CatBONUS: How to Introduce Your New

Ragdoll Kitten to a Resident Cat BONUS: Bringing Your Ragdoll Kitten Home ChecklistBONUS:

Questions to ask Ragdoll BreedersCarefully researched, this guide is a fast and enjoyable read with

lots of photos and recommendations for the Ragdoll Kitten owner. Everything is broken down into

easy chapters, and Jenny writes as if she is there with you to take you there through the various

steps.
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I wish I had bought this book even earlier in the selection process for our Ragdoll Kitten because we

could have used the questions before we selected our breeder. This is a great book loaded with

information and useful tips on finding your next fur baby. We are very happy kitty parents in

waiting....the waiting is the hard part! My husband and I are huge fans of Jenny Dean's Floppy Cats

dot com and her wonderful reviews, with the assistance of her cat kids, Charlie and Trigg...of

various cat products. Go to Floppy Cats dot com and her You Tube station for even more great

information! We are Jenny Dean Fans!

My husband and I recently brought home a Ragdoll kitten. Although I grew up with a Ragdoll, I have

never, as an adult, owned a kitten. It had also been several years since our family cat passed, so I

felt a little nervous about what to expect and do with a new kitten. And my husband has never

owned a cat.I bought this book to help us prepare. I really liked how easy it was to read. I liked how

the chapters were arranged and although some complained that there was too many product

recommendations, I actually appreciated that. I like when people share what products they have

tried and like or don't like. I also found the list of questions to ask breeders very helpful. As a matter

of fact, I wish I had that list before I shopped for my kitten.I also emailed the author with some

questions and she quickly responded. In the same day!This book was very helpful and it is one I will

keep and reference.

Delightfully informative and reader friendly, this often candid and practical guide was exactly what I

was expecting from author Jenny Dean. I couldn't wait for it to arrive! I am an extreme fan of Jenny's

hugely successful blog/website, Floppycats.com, and I knew that her book would be a perfect



resource for me as I welcomed my new Ragdoll kitten. Jenny didn't miss a thing in her successful

care guide! I enjoyed my quick scan and then a later, a more focused read. Although Jenny

originally published all of her "hands on information" as an eBook, she is more than happy to send

you a digital version of the book that includes all the clickable links you will find within the pages of

the hardcopy. Jenny is creative, bright and ingenious in her loving devotion to the significance and

well-being of the beautiful Ragdoll cat. As a longtime Ragdoll owner and lover herself, Jenny doesn't

just write from knowledge and eduction alone, but truly from her heart. Thanks, Jenny! Your guide is

more than refreshing and a wonderful little "go to" as I begin my Ragdoll journey!

I actually got this e-book back in 2013 but forgot to leave a review. Sorry, Jenny! I wish I had gotten

this book before we picked up our Ragdoll Kitten on January 20, 2013. However, even reading this

after we got our new baby girl (Miss Pink Sugarbelle) home proved to be very helpful regarding the

care of our new kitten. This is a very thorough guide to help you acclimate your kitten to his/her new

home. It covers everything you need to know for a happy transition for your new family member! I

highly recommend this book. Additionally, I highly recommend you subscribe to Jenny's AWESOME

website Floppycats.com (www.floppycats.com) and follow her on YouTube, Google+, Instagram &

Pinterest. (You can also follow her via RSS Feed & Flickr, too!) Through her website you will meet

the most amazing folks who share their love of the Ragdoll breed (just like you!) :)

This is the best Ragdoll book ever. I am new to Ragdolls and this is so helpful. From health care,

litter to food and toys. Even a breeder question list in the back for adopters. Great photos too. I have

read my book over and over again.

"A RAGDOLL KITTEN CARE GUIDE" by Jenny Dean is an amazing book!! Jenny is an expert in the

behavior and needs of the wonderful breed of Ragdoll Cats. She gives advise and

recommendations based on her many years of sharing life with these wonderfully loving cats. The

book was invaluable in purchasing the necessary and favorite items for our kitten. Purchasing

proven items that your cat will love saves so much time and expense. Before deciding on which

breed we wanted to purchase as our companion and pet-therapy partner, we spent many hours

reviewing Jenny's website floppycats.com. Her Ragdoll videos, product reviews, recommendations

and ownership knowledge was invaluable!! Thank you Jenny forÃ‚Â A Ragdoll Kitten Care Guide:

Bringing Your Ragdoll Kitten Homesharing your love of these beautiful cats!



Beautifully written with everything you need to know about your new Ragdoll Kitten or would be

helpful for any new kitten owner. Jenny tells you how to prepare for your new baby, what to expect

and is just a wonderful book. The kindle version has many links, but I wanted the hard copy to make

notes as I read and re-read the book. Thank you Jenny for this wonerful guide.THIS IS A MUST

HAVE FOR ALL RAGDOLL KITTEN OWNERS.

This handbook was invaluable to me in getting ready to get my Ragdoll kitten that I will get in March.

All the advice was very informative and helpful for preparation.
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